Approximately 5% of the human genome consists of structural variants, which are enriched for 23 genes involved in the immune response and cell-cell interactions. A well-established region of 24 extensive structural variation is the glycophorin gene cluster, comprising three tandemly-25 repeated regions about 120kb in length, carrying the highly homologous genes GYPA, GYPB 26 and GYPE. Glycophorin A and glycophorin B are glycoproteins present at high levels on the 27 surface of erythrocytes, and they have been suggested to act as decoy receptors for viral 28 pathogens. They act as receptors for invasion of a causative agent of malaria, Plasmodium 29 falciparum. A particular complex structural variant (DUP4) that creates a GYPB/GYPA fusion 30 gene is known to confer resistance to malaria. Many other structural variants exist, and remain 31 poorly characterised. Here, we analyse sequences from 6466 genomes from across the world for 32 structural variation at the glycophorin locus, confirming 15 variants in the 1000 Genomes 33 project cohort, discovering 9 new variants, and characterising a selection using fibre-FISH and 34 breakpoint mapping. We identify variants predicted to create novel fusion genes and a common 35 inversion duplication variant at appreciable frequencies in West Africans. We show that almost 36 all variants can be explained by unequal cross over events (non-allelic homologous 37 recombination, NAHR) and. by comparing the structural variant breakpoints with 38 Page 2 of 32 recombination hotspot maps, show the importance of a particular meiotic recombination 39 hotspot on structural variant formation in this region. 40 41
locus consists of three ~120 kb tandem repeats sharing ~97% identity, each repeat carrying a 65 closely-related glycophorin gene, starting from the centromeric end: glycophorin E (GYPE), 66 glycophorin B (GYPB) and glycophorin A (GYPA) (Vignal et al. 1990 ; Onda et al. 1994 ). Large 67 tandem repeats, like the glycophorin locus, are prone to genomic rearrangements, and indeed 68 the DUP4 variant is a complex variant that generates a GYPB-GYPA fusion gene, with potential 69 somatic variation in fusion gene copy number (Leffler et al. 2017; Algady et al. 2018 ). The 70 mechanism of resistance to malaria of this gene is not fully understood, but although both 71 glycophorin A and glycophorin B interact with receptors on Plasmodium falciparum, recent data 72 suggest that alteration of receptor-ligand interactions is not important. Instead, it seems likely 73 that DUP4 is associated with more complex alterations in the protein levels at the red blood cell 74 surface resulting in increased red blood cell tension, mediating its protective effect against P. 75 falciparum invasion (Kariuki et al. 2018) . Given the size of effect of DUP4 in protection against 76 malaria (odds ratio ~0.6) and the frequency of the allele (up to 13% in Tanzania), it is clinically 77 very significant, although it appears to be geographically restricted to East Africa (Leffler et al. 78 2017; Algady et al. 2018) . 79
80
Other structural variants in the glycophorin region have been identified in the 1000 Genomes 81 project samples by using sequence read depth analysis of 1.6kb bins combined with a Hidden 82
Markov Model approach to identify regions of copy number gain and loss (Leffler et al. 2017) . 83
This builds upon identification of extensive CNV is this area by array CGH (Conrad et al. 2009 ) 84 and indeed by previous analysis of rare MNS (Miltenberger) blood groups, such as M K , caused 85 by homozygous deletion of both GYPA and GYPB (Vignal et al. 1990 ). The variants were 86 classified as DUP and DEL representing gain and loss of sequence read depth respectively. 87
Although only DUP4 has been found to be robustly associated with clinical malaria phenotypes, 88 it is possible that some of the other structural variants are also protective, but are either rare, 89 recurrent, or both rare and recurrent, making imputation from flanking SNP haplotypes and 90 genetic association with clinical phenotypes challenging. 91
92
It is important, therefore, to extend the catalogue of structural variants at this locus and robustly 93 characterise their nature and likely effect on the number of full-length and fusion glycophorin 94 genes. In this study we use sequence read depth analysis of 6466 genomes from across the 95 world, followed by direct analysis of structural variants using fibre-FISH and breakpoint 96 mapping using paralogue-specific PCR and Sanger sequencing. This will allow future 97 development of robust yet simple PCR-based assays for each structural variant and detailed 98 analysis of the phenotypic consequences of particular structural variants on malaria infection 99 and other traits. We also examine the pattern of structural variation breakpoints in relation to 100 their mechanism of generation and known meiotic recombination hotspots within the region, 101 and the relative allele frequencies across the world. Together, this allows us to gain some 102 insight into the evolutionary context of the extensive structural variation at the glycophorin 103
locus. 104
DNA sequences from the 1000 Genomes project and the Simons diversity project had been 122 previously aligned to reference GRCh37 (hg19) to generate the alignment bam files. The 123 exception is sample NA18605, which was previously sequenced at high coverage (Lan et al. 124 2017) downloaded as paired-end Illumina sequences in fastq format (ENA sample accession 125 number SAMN00001619), and aligned to GRCh37 using standard approaches: FastQC v0.11.5 126 and Cutadapt v01.11 to trim reads and adapters, mapping using BWA-MEM v0.7.15, 127 processing of the BAM files using SAMtools v1.8, local realignment was done using GATK v3.6 128 and duplicate reads marked using Picard v.1 and removed using SAMtools. Samples from the 129 Brazilian genomes and the Gambian genome diversity project had been aligned to GRCh38. 130
131
Throughout this paper, all loci are given using GRCh37 reference genome coordinates. For 132 analyses on GRCh38 alignments, genome coordinates were translated from the GRCh37 133 coordinates using the Liftover tool within the UCSC Genome Browser (Kent et al. 2002) . the glycophorin region to the number of reads mapping to the reference region allows an 142 estimate of the total increase or decrease of sequence depth spanning the glycophorin region 143 (reflecting copy number gain or copy number loss, respectively). Following plotting these data 144 for each cohort on a histogram and observation of distinct clusters (supplementary figure 1), 145 samples with a ratio below 0.9 were classified as potential deletions and those above 1.1 146 potential duplications. 147
For the samples with potential deletions and duplications, number of mapped reads was 148 calculated across the glycophorin region in 5kb non-overlapping windows, and values, 149 normalised to average read count and diploid copy number, were plotted. Presence and nature 150 of structural variants were assessed by examination of the plots, and particular variants called 151 by plotting together with a reference sample for that variant. For the Simons Diversity Project 152 samples, 114 potential deletions were identified, much more than in other cohorts 153 (Supplementary figure 1). Inspection of these plots showed that 101 of these samples showed a 154 small apparent ~15kb deletion at the GYPE gene. This deletion was not found previously by 155 others (Leffler et al. 2017) or by us in any other cohort, and coincides with a region of low 156 mappability, suggesting that this may be an artefact caused either by particular filtering conditions or the particular genome assembly (GRCh37d5) that includes decoy sequences. 158
These 101 samples were treated as being homozygous for the reference structure. 159 160
Fiber-FISH 161
The probes used in this study included four WIBR-2 fosmid clones selected from the 162 UCSC Genome Browser GRCh37/hg19 assembly and a 3632-bp PCR product that is specific for 163 the glycophorin E repeat (Algady et al. 2018 ). Probes were made by amplification with 164
GenomePlex Whole Genome Amplification Kits (Sigma-Aldrich) as described previously 165 (Gribble et al. 2013 ). Briefly, the purified fosmid DNA and the PCR product were amplified and 166 then labeled as follow: G248P86579F1, G248P89366H1 and glycophorin E repeat-specific PCR 167 product were labeled with digoxigenin-11-dUTP, G248P8211G10 was labeled with biotin-16-168 dUTP, G248P85804F12 was labeled with DNP-11-dUTP and G248P80757F7 was labeled with 169
Cy5-dUTP. All labeled dUTPs were purchased from Jena Bioscience. 170
The preparation of single-molecule DNA fibers by molecular combing and fiber-FISH 171 was as previously published (Louzada et al. 2017) , with the exception of post-hybridization 172 washes, which consisted of three 5-min washes in 2× SSC at 42°C, instead of two 20-min washes 173 in 50% formamide/50% 2× SSC at room temperature. 174 175
Breakpoint analysis using PCR and Sanger sequencing 176
Using the 5kb window sequence read count data, PCR primers were designed so that a 177 PCR product spanned the predicted breakpoints for each deletion and duplication. The 3' 178 nucleotide for each PCR primer was designed to match uniquely to a particular glycophorin 179 repeat, and to mismatch the other two glycophorin repeats. Annealing specificity of the PCR 2018). We analysed a total of 6466 genomes from four datasets spanning the globe -the 1000 230
Genomes phase 3 project set, the Gambian variation project, the Simons diversity project, and 231 the Brazilian genomes project. We took a different sequence read depth approach to that 232 previously used, counting the reads that map to the glycophorin repeat region and dividing by the number of reads mapping to a nearby non-structurally variable region to normalise for read 234 depth. By analysing each cohort of diploid genomes as a group, we could identify outliers 235 where a higher value indicated a potential duplication or more complex gain of sequence, and 236 lower values indicated a potential deletion (Supplementary figure 1). Sequence read depth was 237 analysed in 5kb windows across each of the outlying diploid genomes to identify and classify 238 the structural variant. 239
240
Since structural variant calling had been previously done on the 1000 Genomes project cohort, 241 this provided a useful comparison to assess our approach. We analysed 2490 samples from this 242 cohort and identified five distinct deletions carried by 88 individuals that were previously 243 identified, and 16 distinct duplications carried by 34 individuals (table 1) that were also 244 previously identified. We also identified a new duplication variants, termed DUP29 (a 245 duplication of GYPB), that had not been robustly identified previously in that cohort. However, 246
as expected, smaller duplications, most notably DUP1, were not detected by our approach. We 247 extended our analysis to 390 Gambian diploid genomes and identified 51 samples with DEL1 or 248 DEL2 variants, and DEL16, subsequently characterized in the Brazilian cohort below. Two 249 samples were heterozygous for the duplication DUP5. (Table 1) . 262
263
A further 1324 samples sequenced to high coverage diploid genomes from Brazil were 264 analysed, which, given the extensive admixture from Africa in the Brazilian population, are 265 likely to be enriched for glycophorin variants from Africa. Four new duplication variants 266 (DUP33-DUP35) and three new deletion variants were found (DEL16, DEL17, DEL18), two of 267 which of which delete the GYPB gene (Table 1) . 268 269
Fibre-FISH analysis of structural variants 270
Sequence read depth analysis shows copy number gain and loss with respect to the reference 272 genome to which the sequence reads are mapped, but it does not determine the physical 273 structure of the structural variant. For the more common glycophorin structural variants, we 274 used fibre-FISH in order to determine the physical structure. In all cases, a set of multiplex FISH 275 probes, with each probe being visualised with a unique fluorochrome, was used so that the 276 orientation and placement of the repeats could be identified (Figure 1) . The repeated nature of 277 the glycophorin region means that the green and red probes from the GYPB repeat cross-278 hybridise with the other repeats, with the GYPA repeat distinguishable from the GYPB and 279 GYPE repeats by a 16kb insertion resulting in a small gap of signal in the green probe (Figure 1) . 280
281
For most variants the fibre-FISH results confirmed the structure previously predicted (Leffler et 282 al. 2017 ) and expected if the variants had been generated by non-allelic homologous 283 recombination between the glycophorin repeats (Figures 2 and 3 ). However, three variants 284 showed a complex structure that could not be easily predicted from the sequence read depth 285
analysis. The DUP4 variant shows a complex structure and has been described previously 286 The more frequent of these two complex structural variants, DUP5, seems to be restricted to 291
Gambia, as it is found once in the GWD population from the 1000 Genomes project and twice in 292 the Jola population from the Gambian Genome diversity project (Table 1) . Sequence read depth 293 analysis suggests that DUP5 has two extra copies of GYPE and an extra copy of GYPB, with an 294 additional duplication distal of GYPA outside the glycophorin repeated region (Figure 4a) . 295
Fibre-FISH analysis on cells from an individual carrying the DUP5 variant (HG02585) 296
confirmed heterozygosity of the variant, with one allele being the reference allele, and revealed, 297 for the first time, that the variant allele presents a complex pattern of duplication and 298 rearrangement, with part of the fosmid (pseudocoloured in white) mapping distal to GYPA 299 being translocated into the glycophorin repeated region, adjacent to the green-coloured fosmid 300 ( Figure 4b ). Alternative fibre-FISH analysis using an additional fosmid probe mapping distally, 301 and labelled in red, confirmed this (Figure 4c ). The pattern of FISH signals occurring distally to 302 the translocation suggests that the immediately adjacent glycophorin repeat is inverted. To 303 distinguish the distal end of the GYPB repeat from the distal end of the GYPE repeat, a pink-304 coloured probe from a short GYPE-repeat-specific PCR product was also used for fibre-FISH, 305
and clearly shows only a single copy of the distal end of the GYPB repeat in the DUP5 variant, 306 at the same position as the reference. The predicted breakpoint between the non-duplicated 307 sequence distal to GYPA and duplicated sequence within the duplicated region was amplified 308 by PCR and Sanger sequenced, confirming that the non-duplicated sequence was fused to an inverted GYPB repeat sequence (Figure 4d ). The model suggested by the fibre-FISH and 310 breakpoint analysis is consistent with the overall pattern of sequence depth changes observed 311 ( Figure 4a ). The sequence outside the glycophorin repeat corresponds to an ERV-MaLR long 312 terminal retroviral element, but the sequence inside the glycophorin repeat sequence is not, 313
suggesting that non-allelic homologous recombination was not the mechanism for formation of 314 this breakpoint. However, there is a 4bp microhomology (GTGT) between the two sequences, 315
suggesting that microhomology-mediated end joining could be a mechanism for formation of 316 analysis predicts an extra copy of the glycophorin repeat, partly derived from the GYPB repeat 321 and partly from the GYPA repeat ( Figure 4e) . The fibre-FISH shows an extra repeat element that 322 is GYPB-like at the proximal end and GYPA-like at the distal end, and carries the GYPA gene. 323
This structure is unlikely to have been generated by a straightforward single NAHR event, and 324
we were unable to resolve the breakpoint at high resolution. 325 326 327
Breakpoint analysis of structural variants 328 329
Defining the precise breakpoint of the variants can allow a more accurate prediction of potential 330 phenotypic effects of each variant by assessing, for example, whether a glycophorin fusion gene 331 is formed or whether key regulatory sequences are deleted. We used two approaches to define 332 breakpoints. The first approach identified the two 5kb windows that spanned the change in 333 sequence read depth at both ends of the deletion or duplication, and by designing PCR primers 334 to specifically amplify across the junction fragment (Figure 5a,b) , variant-specific PCR 335 amplification produces an amplicon that can be sequenced (Figure 5c ). After Sanger sequencing 336 the amplicons, the breakpoint can be shown to be where a switch occurs between paralogous 337 sequence variants (PSVs) that map to different glycophorin repeats (Figure 5d ), supporting the 338 model that a NAHR mechanism is responsible for generating these structural variants (Figure  339 5e). The second approach makes use of high depth sequencing. The two 5kb windows spanning 340 the change in sequence read depth are again identified and sequence read depth calculated in 341 1kb windows to further refine the breakpoint. The sequence alignment spanning the two 1kb 342 windows is examined manually for paired sequence reads where the gap between the aligned 343 pairs is consistent with the size of the variant, or where both sequence pairs align but one aligns 344 with multiple sequence mismatches. 345
With the exception of DEL4, DUP7 and DUP26, where only low-coverage sequence was 347 available, all other breakpoints could be localised to between 10 kb and 1 bp. For most variants, 348 the breakpoints occur between genes resulting in loss or gain of whole genes, and therefore 349 likely to show gene dosage effect. It is known that DUP4 results in a GYPB-GYPA fusion gene 350 that codes for the Dantu blood group, and a fusion gene is also predicted for DUP2, DUP8 and The DUP8 variant is predicted to generate a fusion gene consisting of exon 1 of GYPE and exons 358 2-7 of GYPA, and the DEL15 variant is predicted to combine the first two exons of GYPB with 359 the final three exons of GYPE. It is unlikely that DUP8 has a phenotype, given the involvement 360 of the 5' end of GYPE, which is not expressed. However, the DEL15 variant is predicted to 361 generate a GYPB-GYPE peptide, similar to the rare U-blood group phenotype which has a 362 breakpoint between exon 1 of GYPB and exon 2 of GYPE, resulting in a lack of expression of 363 glycophorin B in homozygotes (Rahuel et al. 1991) . Other variants involve breakpoints within 364 1kb of a gene coding region and could potentially affect expression levels of the neighbouring 365 gene. 366 367
Mechanism of formation of structural variants 368 369
The pattern of deletions and duplications observed is consistent with a simple NAHR 370 mechanism of formation for the variants (Figure 5e ), with the exception of DUP5 and DUP26. 371
We investigated whether the breakpoints we had found co-localised with known meiotic 372 We have characterised a number of structural variants at the human glycophorin locus. These 390 are almost always large deletions or duplications involving the loss or gain of one or 391 occasionally two glycophorin repeat regions of about 120kb. These losses and gains have been 392 generated by non-allelic homologous recombination (NAHR) mutational events, with particular 393 involvement of the PRDM9 C allele, which is at appreciable frequencies in African populations 394 and directs high recombination rates at its cognate recombination hotspots. A more complex 395 variant, termed DUP5, was also characterised, and was shown to be an inversion-duplication 396 generated by at least 1 microhomology-mediated end-joining event involving DNA sequence 397 outside the glycophorin repeat region. Similarly, DUP26 is a complex variant that is unlikely to 398 have been generated by a single NAHR event. 399 400 Only DEL1, DEL2 and DUP2 are frequent variants. Both DEL1 and DEL2 delete the GYPB gene 401 and it is tempting to speculate that their high frequency in African populations and populations 402 with African admixture is due to selection. However, the absence of evidence for any protective 403 effect against malaria argues against malaria being the cause of this selection, so this remains 404 speculation. DUP2 is at notable frequencies particularly in East Asia, and is predicted to 405 generate a GYPB-GYPA fusion gene corresponding to the St a blood group, which is known to be 406 at appreciable frequencies in East Asia (Madden et al. 1964 Other variants seem either to be geographically localised (for example DUP5) or very rare and 414 detected as singletons in our dataset. This suggests that analysis of other large genomic datasets 415 will discover further unique glycophorin structural variants, and that much glycophorin 416 structural variation is individually rare but collectively more frequent, leading to challenges in 417 imputing glycophorin SV from SNP GWAS data. 418
419
In contrast to other studies, we used a three-step approach to determine copy number. We used 420 read counts over the whole glycophorin region to detect samples with duplications (more than expected number of reads) and deletions (fewer than expected number of reads). We then used 422 window-based analysis of sequence read depth and paralogue-specific allele-specific PCR and 423
Sanger sequencing to refine copy number breakpoints. Finally, we validated the structure of 424 selected variants using fibre-FISH. Our approach has the advantage that it does not rely on a 425 sudden change in sequence read depth for CNV detection by a HMM, which may be 426 compromised by poor mappability of some sequence reads in the breakpoint region and 427 assumptions about the absence of somatic variation, with the consequence that the expected 428 copy number reflecting an integer value. However, our approach cannot detect small copy 429 number changes because the increase or decrease in mapped reads is very small as a proportion 430 of the total number of mapped reads at the glycophorin region. 431
432
Previous work has shown that the DUP4 variant carried by the sample HG02554 shows somatic 433 mosaicism, leading to the suggestion that somatic mosaicism may be a feature of glycophorin 434 structural variants (Algady et al. 2018) . In this study, our fiber-FISH analyses identified no other 435 potential somatic variants at the glycophorin locus, showing that it is not a common feature of 436 1000 Genomes lymphoblastoid cell lines nor of non-DUP4 variants. This suggests that somatic 437 mosaicism is either restricted to DUP4 variants in general or restricted to the particular DUP4 438 sample HG02554, although a more thorough investigation of high coverage genome sequences 439 will be needed to address this issue. 440
441
In conclusion, we identify 9 new structural variants at the glycophorin locus, characterise 442 breakpoints and mutational mechanisms for known and novel structural variants, and show 443 that recombination hotspot activity has influenced the nature of the structural variants 444 observed. For some of the variants, targeted high coverage sequence using very long reads 445 analysis will help refine some of the breakpoints. Further efforts are needed to characterise the 446 phenotypic effects of particular variants involving gain, loss and fusion of genes 487
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